Curv DeFi
The first ever institutional-grade
enterprise DeFi solution
Stop using retail DeFi products for your institutional needs
As decentralized finance (DeFi) nears $15 billion in market capitalization, institutions
remain marginalized and limited in their ability to interact with smart contract
protocols -- thus, unable to truly access the innovation afforded by DeFi. Institutions
are instead forced to impractically piece together retail-oriented products and use
tedious workarounds to secure involvement. Existing market infrastructure simply
does not offer institutions the enterprise controls and broader protocol access
required to accelerate their inroads into the DeFi space.
Curv DeFi changes this by securing decentralized finance for institutions,
allowing them to borrow, lend, stake and trade any and all DeFi protocols
through a single protected infrastructure. The options afforded by DeFi are
endless and with the proper infrastructure institutions can not only connect with
this dynamic landscape but also ensure continuous access and proper security
for their organization as it builds and scales its DeFi strategy.
Our release of Curv DeFi forms the institutional cornerstone for the DeFi
ecosystem, priming the space for its next phase of exponential growth.
Curv’s offering will comprehensively address security risks, policy/control
requirements, and account for existing and new DeFi protocols to always
deliver maximum revenue to institutional clients.

Curv DeFi Governance Control
From Curv’s perspective, institutions should be afforded the same enterprise
level of security and governance controls over DeFi as they do with their existing
digital asset operations and storage. Curv DeFi is secured via Curv’s MPC
protocols on a keyless platform, ensuring no single point of failure and offering
the ability to enforce a policy mechanism that controls exactly who, how and to
what extent any individual at an institution can execute a smart contract.

Curv DeFi Benefits
Reassess the speed at which your
institution approaches DeFi without having
to piece together different solutions or build
out a customized integration

Adopt any DeFi application, ensuring
secure and constant support for all
DeFi protocols

Benefit from the same enterprise-level
controls and protection you require and
are accustomed to for your digital asset
operations for DeFi

Stop using retail products for your
institutional needs. Leverage Curv’s onramps
to conduct secure transfers in support of
your decentralized finance strategy

For more information or for a demo, please contact info@curv.co
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